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The purpose of this thesis is Writing to know about implementation by the Commission of legislative oversight function B in the city of Bandar Lampung period 2009-2014 and barriers as well as the efforts to overcome the obstacles in the implementation of legislative oversight function by the Commission B in the city of Bandar Lampung period 2009-2014. The research method used was the normative empirical, by doing field research and interviews to obtain data directly from the source of the first of the DPRD city of bandar lampung and research librarianship. Based on the research has been carried out, this research result indicates that the implementation of supervision by the commission in the city Bandar Lampung has not been conducted a period of 2009-2014 optimally because it still implementation supervision on certain subjects not against a whole fields duty Commission B city of Bandar Lampung and still plug the participation of the people and the lack of a follow-up from the oversight. Then constraints in the implementation of supervision by the commission in the city of Bandar Lampung covering the period 2009-2014 factor DPRD city of Bandar Lampung, public participation and mass media and the local government. While effort to overcome constraints in the implementation of supervision is by holding trainings against member city of Bandar Lampung, communication (lobby) between fractions, hold approach personal to the regional governments burrow down related to the existing in society and optimalization expert.
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